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W�elcome�
All are welcome at each and every service. Visitors are�
considered honored guests. We encourage everyone to�

follow along and participate in our worship to God, and we invite�
you to ask any questions you may have.�

Regular Meeting Times:�

Sunday: Bible Study - 10:00 am�

Sunday: Worship: 11:00 am�
and 5:00 pm�

Wednesday: Bible Study - 6:45 pm�

Bible Classes For All Ages!!!�

Join us for a Study of God’s Word�
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"The Battle of Our Times"�

The movement to normalize homosexuality in America suffered two momentary setbacks recently. In one case, a�
homosexual organization had successfully convinced a Superior Court judge to suspend the constitutional ban on same-�
sex marriage—though the ban had been passed by 76% of Georgia voters. The Georgia State Supreme Court reversed the�
Superior Court judge’s ruling and reinstated the will of the people (“Georgia’s Top Court...,” 2006). In another case, the�
highest court in the state of New York ruled that denying the right to same-sex marriage does not violate the state�
constitution (Wetzstein, 2006). In a 4-2 decision, the court insisted that legal recognition of same-sex marriage must come�
from the legislature—not the courts. This ruling follows on the heels of a 2005 decision by a New York appellate division�
court that reversed the decision of a lower court judge who had ordered the New York Marriage License Bureau to refrain�
permanently from denying marriage licenses to couples of the same sex (Miller, 2006).�

As expected, supporters of homosexuality immediately decried and denounced these decisions with the usual politically-�
correct indignation, accompanied by the typical buzz words and emotionally charged, loaded expressions calculated to�
bully and berate opponents. Consider some of the responses to the New York decision. Howard Dean, Chairman of the�
Democratic National Committee, declared:�

[W]e must respect the right of every family to live in dignity with equal rights, responsibilities and protections under the�
law. Today’s decision by the New York Court of Appeals, which relies on outdated and bigoted notions about families, is�
deeply disappointing, but it does not end the effort to achieve this goal (as quoted in Russo, 2006, emp. added).�

Openly homosexual Democratic Speaker of the New York City Council, Christine Quinn, complained that “today the�
court let us down, and it is a sad day for families across the state” (“Reactions...,” 2006, emp. added). Democratic U.S.�
Representative Jerrold Nadler bemoaned:�

This is a sad day for families, a sad day for justice, and a sad day in the struggle for equal rights for all Americans. The�
promise that, in this nation, all people are created equal, and entitled to equal rights, compels us to end discrimination�
against same-sex couples. Today, the Court of Appeals has failed to take that stand (“Reactions...,” emp. added).�

Homosexual Democratic candidate for New York Attorney General, Sean Patrick Maloney, added his voice to the chorus�
of the offended:�

Tonight, my partner of 14 years and I will have to explain to our three children that under the constitution of New York�
our family is less than equal. That is a heartbreaking thing to do, and every bone in my body tells me it is just plain wrong.�
What will be easier is explaining to them why I have chosen to spend my life fighting for social justice through politics�
(“Reactions...,” emp. added).�

“Live in dignity”? “Equal rights”? “Outdated and bigoted notions about families”? “Created equal”? “Discrimination”?�
“Social justice”? Such epithets, labels, and characterizations are completely misguided, irrelevant, and inaccurate�
assessments of the situation. Every single one of these assertions could be similarly used to castigate those who oppose�
polygamy, bigamy, incest, pedophilia, bestiality, and prostitution. The same logic would apply to all behavior deemed�
criminal and immoral. Are we to grant the social and legal right to consensual murder (e.g., by gangs), and then denounce�
those who oppose such a sanction as bigots who reject social justice, and who are guilty of discrimination and a refusal to�
allow murderers to live in dignity? Such is the absurdity and self-contradiction inherent in the arguments made by those�
who wish to justify same-sex marriage. Rejecting same-sex marriage is not an attack on families.�Continues on pg. 3�
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It is a refusal to accept the redefinition�
of “family” being perpetrated by the�
homosexual�movement. It is an�
acknowledgement of the historic and�
biblical definition of marriage�
acknowledged almost universally�
throughout world history. It is a�
realization that such a redefinition will�
literally undermine the very�
foundations of human civilization. In�
fact, the corrosive effects of redefining�
marriage already have begun.�

For example, Catholic Charities of�
Boston, one of the nation’s oldest�
adoption agencies, recently announced�
that they were eliminating their�
adoption program (Gallagher, 2006).�
That’s right. An organization�
responsible for finding suitable homes�
for thousands of children terminated its�
service. Why? In November 2003, the�
Massachusetts State Supreme Court�
legalized same-sex marriage (see�
Miller, 2004). Adoption agencies are�
licensed by the state, and the state�
forbids discrimination—now defined to�
include same-sex couples. But the�
Vatican is adamant that placing�
children with same-sex couples�
violates Catholic doctrine. Hence,�
fewer kids from foster care will be�
placed in permanent homes—a tragedy�
for the children.�

Do you remember the arguments that�
were made, beginning in the 1960s,�
that insisted that granting legal status�
to homosexuals would not disrupt the�
rest of society? “What we do in our�
bedroom is no one’s business.” “You�
don’t have to agree with our lifestyle—�
we just want tolerance.” “We only�
want to be allowed to practice our�
homosexuality behind closed doors.”�

“Granting us tolerance will not�
interfere with your right to practice�
heterosexuality.” “Live and let live.” In�
the intervening years, society has�
pretty much fallen for such�
propaganda. Many Americans have�
been so thoroughly fooled by the self-�
contradictory notion that “intolerance”�
is anathema, they thought that granting�
homosexuals the right to practice their�
aberrant sexual behavior would be the�
end of it—with no encroachment on�
their own rights and lifestyle. Think�
again. The sweeping changes that are�
blanketing the nation are numerous and�
pervasive (cf. Miller and Harrub,�
2005).�

Charles Haynes, a senior scholar at the�
First Amendment Center in Arlington,�
Virginia, commented on the issue of�
gay rights in the face of a nationwide�
contest over religious and civil rights:�
“Everyone’s talking about it, thinking�
about it. There are a lot of different�
ideas about where we are going to end�
up, but everyone thinks it is the battle�
of our times” (as quoted in Gallagher,�
2006; cf. Haynes, 2006). A sobering�
realization.�

Think of it. The battle of our times.�
This observation harmonizes with the�
attitude that God has manifested�
toward same-sex relations throughout�
Bible history (Miller, et al., 2004).�

 Sexual sin undoubtedly will go down�
in history as one of the major�
contributors to the moral and spiritual�
deterioration, decline, and collapse of�
American society. Homosexuality is�
one more glaring proof of the sexual�
anarchy that prevails in American�
civilization. One wonders how much�

1. At which two towns did the�
company of prophets tell Elisha that�
the Lord would take Elijah away�
from him that day?�

        Gilgal and Bethel�

        Jericho and Gilgal�

        Bethel and Jericho�

        Jordan and Gilgal�

2. For which city did Elisha cleanse�
its waters by throwing a bowl of salt�
into the spring?�

        Gilgal�

        Bethel�

        Shunem�

        Jericho�

Answer:�

1.�2 Kings 2:3-5�

2.�2 Kings 2:18-22�

longer such widespread immorality�
can continue in our land before God�
will “visit the punishment of its�
iniquity upon it, and the land vomits�
out its inhabitants” (Leviticus 18:25).�
 - Dave Miller, Ph.D.�



“B�ut when Jesus saw�
it, he was indignant�
and said to them,�

"Let the children come to me;�
do not hinder them, for to such�
belongs the kingdom of God”�
   (Mark 10:14).�

“Now then, let the fear of the�
LORD be upon you. Be careful�
what you do, for there is no�

injustice with the LORD our God,�
or partiality or taking bribes”�

(2 Chronicles 19:7).�

1. The angels told Lot that the city of�
Sodom would be destroyed because..�.�

 O the outcry against the�
 city had become great�
 before the Lord.�

         O the city had not repented�
 when the prophets were�
 sent.�

        O the inhabitants of the city�
 did not tithe.�

  O the inhabitants were�
 homosexuals.�

2. God told Abraham 'And in thy seed�
shall all the nations of the earth be�
blessed; because...'�

        O thou hast many wives   and�
 much goods.�

        O thou hast obeyed my   voice.�

        O thou hast remembered�
 thy creator in the days of�
 thy youth.�

      O thou hast not wavered�
 concerning my promise.�

3. Esau hated Jacob because...�

   O of the blessing that his�
 father Issac had given Jacob.�

 O he wished that he could be�
 a tent-dweller too.�

 O Issac loved Jacob more.�

 O their mother had created�
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